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12:44:

2899

11/27/2023

STOLEN PROPERTY (FREE TEXT)

21970 MORRIS AV2306265

station house; property missing and found

15:40:

5422E

11/27/2023

VEHICULAR VANDALISM

27800 EUCLID AV 2012306266

STATION HOUSE REPORT - VANDALISM TO VEHICLE

17:34:

5707

11/28/2023

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

950 E 228 ST2306902

Female reported a male neighbor keeps walking through her yard and yelling vulgar comments at her security camera. The neighbor was
advised of trespassing on her property.

03:04:

2497

11/29/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED BY US

FULLERWOOD AV LLOYD RD2306907

Police recovered a vehicle that returned as a stolen vehicle out of Cleveland. The vehicle was towed and later processed by RTA police.

07:19:

2381B

11/29/2023

THEFT-AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE CARD (ATM)

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306909

An Unknown male cut a hole into the metal ATM and stole cash.

07:03:

7395C

11/29/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

1155 BABBITT RD2306913

While working an off-duty detail, Police were notified of a verbal argument involving two females at Amazon. One female was escorted
off the property.

11:20:

2300

11/29/2023

THEFT

884 E 248 ST2306914

A male who is incarcerated discovered that his property was removed from the residence he was living at while being locked up.

12:16:

2699

11/29/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

22306 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306915

Officers responded to a business for a report of a theft. A customer made unauthorized purchases on another customer's account. There
are no suspects at this time.

12:01:

2699

11/29/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

318 E 272 ST2306916

Police responded for reports of credit card fraud. Police reviewed the transaction history. Police advised the reporting party to contact the
bank. The reporting party confirmed her bank froze the account. 
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

12:55:

6394C

11/29/2023

ANIMAL CARE REQUIREMENTS

25491 TUNGSTEN RD2306918

Refused caller advised that a dog was chained up outside in cold temperatures with no food, water or shelter. Dog was found hiding under
a deck and animal control was called. They responded and took the dog. A card was left on the door.

16:03:

2404

11/29/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

25970 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306921

Responded to Euclid Firestation #3 to take a report for a stolen vehicle. The vehicle was taken while they responded to an MVA.

14:44:

2995

11/29/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

22400 SHORE CENTER DR2306922

On 11/29/2023 around 1600 hours, Officers responded to 22400 Shore Center Dr. (Burlington Coat Factory) for criminal damage. Upon
arrival, I observed a Kia with the back passenger window broken. Security cameras outside of Burlington caught another stolen vehicle
around 1400 hours with several individuals inside of it. Those individuals are in the process of being identified and a report was made.

16:10:

2299

11/29/2023

BURGLARY-NO FORCE (FREE TEXT)

18608 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306923

I responded to the Euclid Police Station Lobby to speak with the complainant regarding missing items taken from her deceased son's
home. The complainant believes the suspect involved in the incident is her son's friend. A copy of this report will be forwarded to the
detective bureau for a follow-up investigation.

16:38:

2605

11/29/2023

FRAUD-ILLEGAL USE CREDIT CARDS (MISUSE)

545 E 222 ST 2042306924

  In the EPD lobby, a female reported that she was the guardian of an elderly female who resided in the Hilltop Village retirement
community and had discovered fraudulent activity on her bank account. An unknown person(s) stole money from the account. The
guardian requested a police investigation regarding the missing funds.

17:59:

2497

11/29/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED BY US

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306929

Police responded to Vista Apartments for a report of a suspected stolen vehicle left in the garage. Security advised a juvenile male ran on
foot away from the vehicle. Vehicle was confirmed stolen and towed by EPD. Owner notified.

18:10:

2404

11/29/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

22550 MILTON AV2306930

The complainant reported a missing vehicle. The complainant advised Euclid Police that his father is the vehicle's registered owner. The
complainant admitted he left the car keys in the door lock on the exterior driver's side door. I forwarded a copy of this report to the
detective bureau.

19:58:

5294

11/29/2023

IMPROPERLY HANDLING FIREARM IN A MOTOR VEHICLE

20001 EUCLID AV2306933

A traffic stop was conducted with a vehicle for an equipment and moving violation. The driver of the vehicle had a suspended license and
warrants out for his arrest. The vehicle was towed and an inventory search of the vehicle was conducted. The inventory search of the
vehicle revealed a loaded firearm. The driver had a previous weapons violation conviction and was arrested. He was booked into the
county jail and was cited for numerous traffic violations.

23:27:

5425

11/29/2023

FAIL TO COMPLY WITH POLICE ORDER - NO PURSUIT

E 216TH ST N LAKELAND BLVD2306934
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08:52:

2499

11/30/2023

STOLEN AUTO (FREE TEXT)

19510 EUCLID AV 3002306940

Officer responded for a stolen auto report.

Caller stated she parked her vehicle at 2000 hrs the night prior when she was about to leave for work the next day she noticed her vehicle
was missing and there was broken glass on the ground.

09:53:

2995

11/30/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

27450 TREMAINE DR2306941

Female reported that some time during the night, her vehicle had the back drivers side window broken out and her steering column peeled
off. There was also a screw driver that was on the passenger seat that was confiscated as evidence.

11:21:

2999

11/30/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

27220 TREMAINE DR2306942

Parties involved backed a U-Haul truck onto the grass at 27220 Tremaine Dr., in direct violation of a clearly posted sign--whereupon the
vehicle became stuck in the mud, digging itself down to the axle, and damaging the lawn surface.

13:02:

2303

11/30/2023

THEFT-SHOPLIFTING

22461 SHORE CENTER DR2306946

Officers responded to a business for a report of a shoplifting. Two females could be seen taking merchandise. The females could not be
identified from the camera footage shown. There are no suspects at this time.

13:49:

2499

11/30/2023

STOLEN AUTO (FREE TEXT)

27081 DRAKEFIELD AV2306947

15:13:

6396

11/30/2023

ANIMAL AT LARGE

25100 LAKELAND BLVD2306949

Officer responded to the Euclid Animal Shelter to take a report of an dog that had to be tased after attacking another dog.

14:37:

2699

11/30/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

26400 LAKELAND BLVD2306950

15:40:

7189C

11/30/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

E 193 ST2306951

STATION HOUSE REPORT - DAMAGE TO VEHICLE

14:31:

2300

11/30/2023

THEFT

22250 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306952

16:36:

5498E

11/30/2023

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-PRIVATE PROPERTY-INJURY

286 E 262 ST2306953
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

16:33:

5707

11/30/2023

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

725 E 200 ST2306954

Officer responded to 725 E. 200th (Drug Mart) for a female that had shoplifted. Employees only wanted the female identified and
trespassed from the property.

17:33:

2995

11/30/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

24600 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306955

A male spotted 3 younger males walking through the back parking lot of a church near a bus. The male heard glass shatter on the church
bus and saw the 3 males run off.

20:46:

3594J

11/30/2023

POSS. SCHEDULE I AND II DRUGS

19365 EUCLID AV2306957

A consensual encounter was made with a male at a gas station. The male admitted to possessing marijuana as well as not having a medical
marijuana card. The male consented to a pat down for weapons and admitted to having psilocybin mushrooms on his person. Evidence
and cell phones were seized and the male was released from the scene.

22:25:

1205A

11/30/2023

ATTEMPTED AGG. ROBBERY-STREET-WEAPON

545 E 222 ST2306958

While exiting their personal vehicle in the back parking lot of the Euclid Police Department, two off-duty Euclid Police Officers were
approached by a Mazda SUV and a white Hyundai sedan with a broken rear driver-side window and no license plate. The rear left
passenger of the Mazda SUV pointed a handgun at both officers. On-duty officers were notified, and a pursuit ensued. During the pursuit,
it was discovered the Mazda was stolen at gunpoint earlier in the day out of East Cleveland. The Hyundai was also involved in the
incident. The pursuit continued through multiple cities before being terminated by the officer in charge.

00:30:

2404A

12/01/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

19200 ROSELAND AV2306959

Police respond to the area for the report of a vehicle with the windows broken out. Upon arrival I collected all information. It appears the
suspects attempted to steal the vehicle. Nothing was stolen from the vehicle.

04:50:

2995

12/01/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1541 E 191 ST2306961

Indian Hills Security found that an unknown person had damaged a digital rent drop box in an apparent attempt to gain access to its
contents. The investigation is pending surveillance footage.

08:15:

2404A

12/01/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306963

Female reporting that an unknown suspect broke out the rear passenger side window to her vehicle, damaged the steering column, and
attempted to steal the vehicle overnight. No suspect info provided and no known camera footage captured the incident. Report forwarded
to the Detective Bureau.

09:50:

2995

12/01/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

19200 ROSELAND AV2306964

Officer responded to a dispatched call of a vehicle with broken windows and missing plate on Roseland Ave. Vehicle had the column
peeled and was assumed stolen. No conatct information could be found so the vehicle was towed and a request to notify the owner was
made to Mayfield Hts PD where the vehicle was registered out of. MHPD advised they made contact and the owner claimed to have
known about the damage and that the vehicle was not stolen. She was advised the vehicle was towed by our agency.  I entered the license
plate as stolen after talking to the owner who advised the damage did occur in our city.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

11:57:

2999

12/01/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

27250 TREMAINE DR 2052306966

A U-Haul vehicle backed across the apartment complex lawn, in violation of posted signs, doing minor damage to the property.

12:19:

7189C

12/01/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

20200 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306967

12:01:

2305

12/01/2023

THEFT-FROM AUTO

22840 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306968

Officer responded to 20201 Lindbergh for a female that had her front passenger broke and stole a cell phone and $200.00.

12:52:

2995

12/01/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

23951 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306969

Male states that his windshield and all 4 windows to his vehicle were damaged overnight in the parking lot of his apartment complex by
unknown suspects. No cameras were located in the area where the incident took place.

14:05:

2305

12/01/2023

THEFT-FROM AUTO

22501 LAKEMONT AV2306972

20:43:

7395

12/01/2023

DISTURBANCE

27080 SIDNEY DR 1122306973

Officers were dispatched for a disturbance. Upon arriving it was discovered two half sisters were in an altercation. The involved parties
did not live together and agreed to separate. A friend arrived on scene and drove an involved party home.

02:22:

2995

12/02/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

194 E 264 ST2306974

Police responded to a call of a male reporting that his girlfriend broke his windows on his house and slashed his car's tires. Dispatch
advised police that the female was reported as having a knife on her. Upon arrival, it was observed that the male's home had two windows
broken and the screen from the front door removed. Additionally, it was observed that a kitchen knife was next to the male's vehicle,
which had its rear tires deflated. The male advised police at the time that he did not wish to pursue charges and wanted his girlfriend
removed from the property. Because of the weather, the female was given a courtesy ride back to her residence.

08:23:

1313

12/02/2023

SIMPLE ASSLT

24310 LAKELAND BLVD2306978

I conducted a traffic stop for expired plates. I observed two occupants in the vehicle. The female passenger was not wearing a seat belt
during the stop. Dispatch confirmed that the passenger had a traffic warrant for failure to appear with the Orange Police Department.
Orange PD confirmed the warrant was valid. Euclid Police transferred the passenger to the Orange Police Department and released her
from our custody. 

The driver had a Capias felony warrant through the Cuyahoga County Sheriff's Department for Receiving Stolen Property. CCSD advised
CVDispatch to advise the driver of his warrant and to release him on the scene. I provided the driver with a copy of his traffic citation
with the court date provided.

09:46:

5309B

12/02/2023

HARASSMENT GENERAL

2023 NATONA RD2306979

In the EPD lobby, a female reported that she had been receiving unwanted calls from a known female. The reporting female requested to
document the incident and have the police advise the other female to cease trying to speak to her. Police contacted the female, making the
unsolicited calls, and directed her to stop calling the other female.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

10:37:

5219

12/02/2023

THREATS - GENERAL

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306980

station house report / unknown person sending telecommunication threats

13:05:

7189C

12/02/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

22300 LAKE SHORE BLVD2306981

The rear driver's side window cracked while a lock was conducted on the owner's vehicle. I provided the owner with a business card with
a report number.

21:45:

5293

12/02/2023

USING WEAPON WHILE INTOXICATED

20713 N VINE AV2306984

Officers responded to a party where a male allegedly pointed a weapon at another male. A suspect was taken into custody and a firearm
was found.

23:15:

2300

12/03/2023

THEFT

274 E 195 ST2306985

Police responded to a call for a female reporting that her purse was stolen by a friend. Upon arrival, police obtained information of the
suspect from the victim and a report was generated. The victim wished to pursue charges. A copy of this report was forwarded to the
prosecutor, pending review for charges.

01:26:

5294

12/03/2023

IMPROPERLY HANDLING FIREARM IN A MOTOR VEHICLE

BABBIT RD LAKELAND BL2306987

Officers located two women passed out in a vehicle in traffic. The driver was found to be intoxicated and in possession of a loaded pistol.
The passenger was found to have multiple arrest warrants. Both women were arrested and later released.

01:50:

5404G

12/03/2023

OVI BAC .170 OR MORE (BREATH)

BABBITT RD N LAKELAND BL2306989

I responded to a MVA. During the incident the driver of the vehicle became argumentative and resisted the police. The driver struck the
officer in the face and resisted arrest.  Driver was arrested for Assault on a PO and OVI. Due to postpartum complications, driver was
released to a sober party.

03:06:

1368

12/03/2023

FELONIOUS ASSAULT

11100 EUCLID AV2306990

Police responded to the hospital in regards to a male stating he was shot at a bar. The male stated he did not know the suspect. The male
sustained a gunshot wound to the ankle area. The male refused completing a written statement and did not want to pursue charges. The
report was forwarded to the Dectective Bureau.

14:38:

2300

12/02/2023

THEFT

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD 1072306992

On 12/02/2023 around 1430 hours, Officers responded to the police lobby for theft of stolen checks at The Vista Apartments. The female
stated she writes checks to a caretaker for the care of an elderly man on a monthly basis. After further investigation, the caretaker stated
she had the check in her purse which was inside her apartment, and does not know where it could have gone. A report has been generated.

09:01:

2404

12/03/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

35 CHARLESTON SQ 352306995

Officer responded to a dispatched report of a vehicle theft reported by the female owner. I located fresh broken automotive glass in the
area where the vehicle was last seen. I photographed the scene and advised the owner. Report forwarded to the detective bureau for
further investigation.
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09:18:

2404

12/03/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

35 TRENTON SQ 362306996

Female reported her Kia stolen overnight. Autp glass was located indicating a window was broken out. Th vehicle was entered into
LEADS as stolen. 

12/4/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered by Cleveland PD with damages & towed to their lot on Quigley -- CVD cleared from LEADS

09:52:

2404A

12/03/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

BRANDYWINE SQ CHARLESTON SQ2306998

Unknown suspect(s) damaged numerous Kia/Hyundai vehicles in the complex.

11:22:

2411

12/03/2023

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE

1501 E 191 ST 1482306999

Female reports her son broke into her apartment, stole her keys to her vehicle and her handgun, then stole her vehicle. The vehicle was
later recovered in Cleveland after being involved in an MVA.

11:39:

2499

12/03/2023

STOLEN AUTO (FREE TEXT)

27400 SIDNEY DR 1552307000

Unknown person(s) entered locked vehicle, then proceeded to steal it.

12:32:

2699

12/03/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

22384 LAKE SHORE BLVD2307001

15:01:

2803B

12/03/2023

RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY (FELONY)

E 260TH ST TUNGSTEN RD2307005

Known male was driving a stolen Kia Seltos when he attempted to evade police where he lost control on the wet pavement and rolled the
vehicle and fled on foot.

21:06:

7395C

12/03/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

26030 EUCLID AV2307010

Officers responded to Popeye’s Chicken for a disturbance involving multiple parties. No arrests were made at the time of the incident.

23:17:

1353

12/03/2023

FEL. ASSAULT-NONFAMILY-GUN

24101 LAKE SHORE BLVD2307011

Officers responded to 24101 Lakeshore Blvd. for a shots fired call. During their investigation, officers learned of an armed robbery
attempt which resulted in the victim returning fire at the suspect. Report forwarded to detectives for further investigation.

23:56:

7395C

12/03/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

100 RICHMOND RD 11462307012

male and his granddaughter arguing over property which both say belongs to them. they were advised of the civil issue. male did not want
granddaughter back at his apt and placed her on trespass list.

Total Records: 63
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